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Each project is a collaboration between our clients and the talented
individuals on our creative design team. We place this essential dialogue
at the centre of the design process, applying our expertise and critical
thinking to develop a tailored design strategy for your project. As we
visualise these ideas in three dimensions, our ability to coordinate the
artistic and technical aspects of architecture ensures that both quality
and cost are controlled.
It has always been our intention that the practice be involved in a
diverse range of projects to allow a breadth of knowledge and ideas to
permeate throughout every aspect of our design process. Within this
broad spectrum we have undertaken a large amount of residential work,
ranging from modest domestic extensions, to heritage conversions,
onwards to large speculative housing developments. We therefore
understand the importance of listening carefully to our clients to bring
them the best possible spaces.

www.rd-architects.co.uk

We have won numerous Civic Trust and Nottinghamshire Awards, which
we feel are a testament to the positive contributions we make to local
communities. We hope you find the projects in this brochure interesting
and if we can assist with any project that you might be considering now
or in the future, please do not hesitate to give us a call.

info@rd-architects.co.uk

@raynerdavies

raynerdaviesarchitects
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YOUR PROJECT
We work with our clients to deliver architecture
that unlocks a project’s potential. We listen
closely to your requirements, responding
intelligently to provide the best possible design
for the end user. Good design adds value to a
project and we believe in letting ideas lead the
search for the best architectural result.

OUR DESIGN ETHOS
We are committed to architecture that prioritises
people and place, working creatively to develop
quality spaces. A comprehensive collective
knowledge across our talented team, enables
us to deliver inventive solutions to complex
problems across a variety of contexts and scales.
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42 UNITS

1B × 7
2B ×11
2B DUPLEX ×24

RIVERSIDE
SPECULATIVE APARTMENTS
The north bank of the River Trent in Nottingham
up to The Nottingham Canal was historically
a mix of heavy industry and workers housing.
Railways took coal from the nearby Clifton
Colliery to feed the power stations of the Trent
valley. Nestled among the housing were pockets
of industry: a dye works, a laundry and garages.
This remained until the colliery closed and made
the railway redundant. Slowly the area has reemerged as a mix of retail, riverside green space
and family housing. The construction of the tram
system in 2015 further encouraged the viability

of residential schemes on the last pockets of
the majority to enjoy dual aspect with spectacular river views.
poor-quality industrial land. The Eagle Press sits
between the River Trent to the south and the
Meadows to the north. Well served by public
transport it was an ideal opportunity to produce
a relatively high-density scheme whilst maintaining the existing urban grain. The curve of the site
led to the formation of two distinct blocks, linked
by a triple height glazed atrium. 42 mainly two
bed duplex apartments were proposed over three
and four stories. The arrangement of duplex units
rather than traditional single level units allows

Client
Contract Value
Date
Sector
Location
Architect

Gilbert & Hall
£TBC
2019
Residential
Nottingham
Julien McGuinness

23 UNITS

1B × 7
STUDIO × 16

KING STREET
SPECULATIVE APARTMENTS
Alfred Waterhouse built many fine commercial
buildings throughout England and Scotland during his prolific career. Many of these were offices
for the burgeoning insurance market and his regional headquarters for The Prudential Assurance
Company in Nottingham is a particularly fine
example. The lowest level, originally intended
as a banking hall, is now a restaurant. The upper
office floors remained as Waterhouse originally
intended, although much altered over the years
to suit modern working practice. But by 2016
they had become virtually redundant, occupi-

ers succumbing to edge of town working with
parking and easy access to the road network.
Like many such buildings it is now to be re-born
as a high-quality city centre residential location.
23 one-bed and studio apartments are proposed
over the three floors, all linked by the original
stone spiral stair at the rear with a roof lantern
above. Many of the previous alterations undertaken are proposed to be reversed: most notably
the removal of a 1990’s steel stair and the plan
form reverting back to the cellular arrangement
as constructed.

Client
Contract Value
Date
Sector
Location
Architect

Johal, Munshi & Co Ltd
TBC
2019
Apartments
Nottingham
Jamie Brown

24 UNITS

NETHER STREET

1B × 1
2B × 23

SPECULATIVE APARTMENTS
A new-build 24 unit apartment scheme on Nether Street, Beeston. Every aspect of the scheme
was carefully designed in conjunction with the
local planning authority at the pre-application
stages; of primary concern was to ensure that
the proposals did not appear out of context with
the surroundings. The height of the proposal for
example, was carefully developed to respond
to the immediate context and directly reflect
the character of the John Clifford School which
lies opposite. The result is at once complex and
clear; keeping the architectural detailing simple,

allowing the rhythm of the gabled bays to prevail
in the overall composition. Each bay is separated
from the next with a small portion of contrasting
facing material to enhance verticality. The proportions of each bay and window positions have
been carefully studied to ensure a high quality
elevational layout. The result is a stunning complex of 24, 2 bedroom apartments for sale.

Client
Contract Value
Date
Sector
Location
Architect

Private
£2,500,000
2017
Residential
Beeston
Julien McGuinness
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This drawing is not for construction.
All topographical information provided by others.
Precise site boundaries TBC by client solicitors with
reference to title deeds.
All existing and proposed subject to SE and BCO appraisal.
Demolition works subject to full asbestos survey and SE
appraisal.
01
02

Existing roof geometry and roof finish retained
Proposed rooflight. The Rooflight Company,
Conservation Rooflight CR15 with lead flashing
Existing windows replaced with double glazed PPC
Aluminium windows, finish colour-matched to
existing frames, transom/mullion thickness/layout to
match existing frames
Existing frontage including stonework, signage and
commercial frontage to be renovated. Oversized
fascia board to be removed and restored to original
proportions
Entrance door windened/restored. Private access to
Block B ancillary only
Existing rainwater goods to existing building to be
retained and made good where practicable
Red facing brick, spec TBC
Decorative 'double-stepped' lintel detail
Fixed light windows, RAL 7030 (TBC) matched to
proposed ventilation panel
Decorative brickwork to pick up on the character of
nos. 1-7 Glasshouse Street as existing
Fixed, perforated ventilation panel with natural
ventilation opening and mechanical extract outlets
behind subject to ventilation strategy. PPC, RAL
7030 (TBC) matched to proposed window frames
Obscured glazing to ground floor studios
Perforated brick pattern with natural ventilation
opening and mechanical extract outlets behind
subject to ventilation strategy.
Base plinth brickwork including sections to prevent
litter from gathering
Standing seam metal roofing, colour TBC
Fixed, perforated panel over entrance glazing
Main student entrance into Block A accommodation
(secure fob/entrance) PPC aluminium double glazed
door units, RAL 7030 (TBC) matched to proposed
windows and ventilation panels
Light coloured reflective wall tile to lightwell and
entrance area
Grey facing brickwork, spec TBC
Existing windows reconfigured with double glazed
PPC Aluminium windows and entrance doors, finish
colour-matched to existing frames
Proposed columns to match existing retail frontage
stonework
Proposed PPC metal entrance gates, secure
coded/fob entry
PPC metal louvered access doors to bin store and
substation
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Heritage Style Signage
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REVISIONS

-

11/10/17

SC

31/01/18

SC

First Issue

A

Revised scheme

B

03/04/18

SC

Revised scheme (feedback during planning process)

C

17/07/18

SC

Revised scheme to reflect final agreed changes
ahead of determination. Fifth floor removed.

92 UNITS

STUDIO × 93

JOB TITLE
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Student Accommodation
Glasshouse Street
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2437(08)E01 C Planning
© Rayner Davies Architects.
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STUDENT RESIDENTIAL
The corner of Lower Parliament Street and Glasshouse Street in the centre of Nottingham had
been overlooked for many years. Not quite in the
retail area, not quite in the Creative Quarter; and
dominated by the traffic on Glasshouse Street
which provides access to the adjacent Victoria
Shopping Centre.

02 Proposed Elevation - City Context

92 studio apartments and 220 sqm. of commercial space are proposed in a part new-build and
part conversion scheme. The 1920’s Portland
stone clad building fronting Lower Parliament

A1

RaynerDaviesArchitects

Street is retained, with the poorer quality and
now derelict buildings behind demolished. Five
stories are proposed, (as a counterpoint to the
relatively massive Victoria Centre behind). The
opportunity is also taken to introduce a new site
entrance from Clare Street, rejuvenating what
had become a dead-end and poor public realm.

Nottingham

Kent

2 St. Peter's Gate
Nottingham
NG1 2JG
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Client
Contract Value
Date
Sector
Location
Architect

Private
Confidential
2018
Residential
Nottingham
Samuel Critchlow

29 UNITS

ADDISON STREET

1B × 2
2B × 27

APARTMENTS IN NOTTINGHAM’S ARBORETUM
29 predominantly two bed apartments on a
disused bowling green, pavilion building and car
park on Addison Street within the Arbo retum
Conservation Area in Nottingham.

buildings are set out in relation to an axis which
is created between the reinstated existing pedestrian site entrance and the historical landmark The Chinese Bell Tower - in the Arboretum.

The site is bounded by a tall Bulwell stone wall
to the East on Addison Street. An existing pedestrian gate and separate vehicular access points
are present to this boundary and form the access
points into the site.

The scale and architectural language of the
proposed Addison Street buildings are informed
by the semi-detached Victorian villas present in
the surrounding area. Materials used are predominantly red brick with ashlar and brick decorative
features to gables, dormers and window heads.
The use of two-tone brickwork is prevalent in the
conservation area and is reflected in the design.

Whilst the bowling green itself isn’t retained, the
rectilinear and open feel of the site as a green
square with buildings and mature vegetation to
the perimeters was one of the key design concepts adopted in the proposals. The Clubhouse
building is Georgian and was retained, refurbished and converted to apartments as part of the
proposals, with new buildings behind the Bulwell Stone wall fronting Addison Street. These

The proposed landscaping scheme has been designed to maintain the characteristic of the site.
Rectilinear path arrangements are used to define
the perimeter of the ‘square’, as a reference to
the former bowling green.

Client
Contract Value
Date
Sector
Location
Architect

Unitech Plus Ltd
to be agreed
2022
Residential
Nottingham
Julien McGuinness

23 UNITS

CRANMER STREET

1B × 5
2B × 18

SPECULATIVE APARTMENTS
Sited on a disused plot (formerly the Elms Nursery School) on Cranmer Street, this contemporary
design for 23 no. 1 and 2 bedroom apartments
constitutes the first phase of this site’s regeneration which lies on the fringes of the Elm Avenue
and Corporation Oaks Conservation Area. The
apartments are situated over four floors above
a level of resident undercoft car parking. Step
backs to the façades have been carefully introduced to provide roof terraces to the scheme and
respond to the masses and locations of surrounding properties. Internal spaces have been

arranged to take maximum advantage of south
views to the city from the site’s elevated position
and to the west, where cantilevering balconies
overlook the tree lined Elm Avenue. The layouts
create spacious internal accommodation, and
large full height windows and glazed doors to
living spaces offer high levels of daylighting to
each apartment.

Client
Contract Value
Date
Sector
Location
Architect

Private
£2,000,000
2015
Residential
Nottingham
Julien McGuinness

5 UNITS

THE BOUNDS DEVELOPMENT

3B × 4
4B × 1

SPECULATIVE HOUSING
A small development of five new houses for
West Bridgford, The Bounds was designed to
work within a very constrained ‘back garden’
site. The scheme is divided into one row of three
bedroomed family houses and a detached four
bedroom house opposite. Site space was at a
premium, necessitating a very small building
footprint to provide adequate access and good
garden space. The design counters these restrictions by cantilevering the first floor bedrooms
beyond the building footprint, gaining additional
space.

Client
Contract Value
Date
Sector
Location
Architect

Private
£600,000
2016
Residential
West Bridgford
Samuel Critchlow

88 UNITS

CLUSTER FLATS OF
VARIOUS SIZES

THE STUDENT HIDEOUT
STUDENT RESIDENTIAL
Formally known as Norwich Union House, The
Student Hideout is a five storey building on the
south side of the historic Old Market Square
in central Nottingham. It was built in the mid
1960’s as a mixed use retail and office complex.
In recent years the office spaces had started to
become classed as poor, not benefiting from the
technologies available in more modern developments, and as such much of the space was
vacant. Rayner Davies were asked to prepare a
scheme of redevelopment, converting the office
floors to student accommodation. The result

is an 88 bed development arranged as cluster
flats. The ground floor retail spaces remain. In
addition to the internal alterations, the building
was overhauled externally with new windows
and repairs to the concrete frame.
Rayner Davies worked with Leonard Design
Architects in remodelling the retail facade.

Client
Contract Value
Date
Sector
Location
Architect

Red Oak Properties
£3,200,000
2017
Student Housing
Nottingham
Mark Welsford

16 UNITS

EYES FARM ROCESTER

2B × 1
3B × 9
4B × 6

HOUSING
Picturesquely located between the River Dove
and the River Churnet, Rocester has long been
a favoured place of settlement. Starting with the
Roman military camp in the First Century AD,
trade and industry has continued in the village
up to the present day. Eyes Farm enjoys a position to the east of the village, with views over the
River Dove. 16 new homes are proposed, varying in size from 1 to 4 beds. A traditional palette
of materials has been selected, in keeping with
the local vernacular. The properties are arranged
as a series of courtyards, each providing a sense
of enclosure and security.

Client
Contract Value
Date
Sector
Location
Architect

Radmore Homes
£1,300,000
2016
Housing
Rocester
Chris Goodwin

7 UNITS

QUEENS CHAMBERS

2B × 6
3B × 1

HERITAGE CONVERSION
Built in the time of Queen Victoria’s Jubilee,
Queens Chambers overlooks Nottingham’s
historic Market Square. Watson Fothergill
designed the building as shops and offices for a
prominent local wine merchant. Rayner Davies
were commissioned to convert the upper floors
into high specification apartments for the private
rental sector. The result is 7 two bed units, all
with stunning interiors and fabulous views over
the heart of Nottingham.

Client
Contract Value
Date
Sector
Location
Architect

Woodlands Building Investment
£900,000
2016
Residential
Nottingham
Mark Welsford

23 UNITS

GREGORY STREET

1B × 1
2B × 22

SPECULATIVE APARTMENTS
The corner of Gregory Street and Abbey Bridge
is arguably one of the most prominent gateway
sites into the centre of Nottingham. It is characterised by relatively low-lying buildings and a
predominance of tarmac - the public realm not
helped by the tram crossing with its cabling and
infrastructure. This scheme will address the issue;
23 high quality apartments are created in a single
block. Strong in form with a bold use of colour, it
announces its presence to the street and provides
much needed enclosure to one side of the intersection by stepping in height from two storeys
up to four on the corner. The proposals remain
respectful to neighbouring buildings as scale

is diminished by the use of a curving external
envelope which both softens its appearance and
maximises yield on the curved site. Brickwork is
proposed to ensure an ongoing robust finish to
the building, with large contemporary windows
and inset balconies providing desirable amenity
space and prominent views to the listed Priory
Church Of St Anthony opposite.

Client
Contract Value
Date
Sector
Location
Architect

Private
£TBC
2018
Residential
Nottingham
Julien McGuinness

MEETS THE RIBA 2030 CLIMATE CHALLENGE

9 UNITS

TOMLIN HOUSE

1B × 7
2B × 2

SPECULATIVE APARTMENTS
Tomlin House is situated within walking distance
of Beeston’s thriving town centre, and accommodates 7 no. one bedroom and 2 no. two bedroom
apartments within a three storey purpose built
residential block. The site was heavily constrained and obtaining planning permission was
by no means a certainty. The site is of modest
size and located close to neighbouring properties. Rayner Davies Architects worked closely
with the Client to develop a scheme which successfully overcame space separation and overlooking difficulties to achieve a viable, high yield

development. The site is in close proximity to the design process, construction of the building was
impressive Grade II Listed Victorian Anglo Scoti- delivered promptly and on budget.
an Mills complex. This required in depth heritage
work to be undertaken to justify the proposals.
Tomlin House has therefore been designed to
strike a balance between the use of traditional
forms and more contemporary features such as
glass balcony balustrading and timber cladding.
These external features coupled with large open
plan interiors ensures that the building is sensitive to its historic setting whilst being desirable
to the end user. Due to an efficient technical

Client
Contract Value
Date
Sector
Location
Architect

Private
£TBC
2018
Residential
Beeston
Julien McGuinness

7 UNITS
5B × 7

BLUE CEDAR GRANGE
SPECULATIVE HOUSING
A development of seven dwellings in a conservation area within the village of Barrowby near
Grantham.
Built within the three acre grounds of a large
country residence, five new dwellings were created with views over the Vale of Belvoir. All were
unique five bed properties. The existing house,
known locally as ‘The White House,’ was refurbished and the former outbuildings converted to
form the ‘Clocktower.’
The traditional detailing and mellow brick

colours were echoed by the new houses and
entrance walls.

Client
Contract Value
Date
Sector
Location
Architect

Grange Developments
£800,000
2015
Residential
Grantham
Steve Rayner

12 UNITS

BLACKSCOTCH LANE

4B × 7
5B × 5

SPECULATIVE HOUSING
Rayner Davies were commissioned to design a
contemporary residential development on the
site of a former school on Blackscotch Lane,
Mansfield.
Eleven individual dwellings ranging in size from
1,800 square feet to 2,500 square feet took advantage of the site’s heavily wooded landscaping
and offered substantial plot sizes.
The scheme adopted a massing which was in
keeping with the local urban grain and used
a modern palette of materials (varying brick

colours and render) to give a contemporary
aesthetic to the development.

Client
Contract Value
Date
Sector
Location
Architect

JPC Developments and Wynbrook
Homes
£2,200,000
2012
Residential
Mansfield
Steve Rayner

